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“ A business man is not a person who thinks about Million or 

Trillion and his Vision is narrow and consistancy is not in his 

habit but the person who’s vision is vast and even think 

about a penny with consistant efforts is a good  

business man” 
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1. Understanding reneted Referals Terms / Types used 

There are two ways used to understand how you can manage rented referrals in probux and neobux. 

 

(a) Automatically:   

There are terms used for managing rentals referral automatically. 

 

(i) Auto Pay:   

Auto pay works on daily basis, When your referral  click on any advertisement either one 

or all by using this Autopay enable that referral automatically rented for one day more 

for you by paying from your fund. 

 

(ii) Auto Renew: 

Auto Renew works when any of your referral is going to expire, if your Auto Renew 

option is on Enable state.    Auto Renew will buy it for one more month or on daily basis 

for you by paying from your fund automatically either that referral is beneficial  to you 

or not. 

 

 

(b) Manually: 

When you will not use any of above method you have to do it manually. 

 

 

(c) Conclusion:  

According to my opinion, I strongly recommended:  - 

 Keep Auto Renew Disable (in any circumstances) 

 Keep Auto Pay also Disable (You must enable it if you have not time to check manually 

on daily basis or you are unable to understand this whole book) 



 

 

2. Understanding  Ascending and Descending List Order 

 

(a) Ascending: 
 

When list are in order that it moves from beginning to end as tabulated below  

example: - 

In Numbers In Date Time 

1 Jan 0100 Hrs 

2 Feb 0200 Hrs 

3 Mar 0300 Hrs 

4 Apr 0400 Hrs 

5 May 0500 Hrs 

6 Jun 0600 Hrs 

7 Jul 0700 Hrs 

8 Aug 0800 Hrs 

9 Sep 0900 Hrs 

10 Oct 1000 Hrs 

 

 

(b) Descending: 
 

When list are in order that it moves from end to beginning as tabulated below  

example:  - 

 

In Numbers In Date Time 

10 Dec 1000 Hrs 

9 Nov 0900 Hrs 

8 Oct 0800 Hrs 

7 Sep 0700 Hrs 

6 Aug 0600 Hrs 

5 Jul 0500 Hrs 

4 Jun 0400 Hrs 

3 May 0300 Hrs 

2 Apr 0200 Hrs 

1 Mar 0100 Hrs 

 

  



 

 

3. How Ascending and Descending practically observe in different ways 

(a) What you have to observe Refferal since with descending technique. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

This triangle        pointing downward showing the whole table 
is descending according to Referral since date . its mean that 
latest referral you get come first than before that and then 
after in series date wise as you can see below that latest 
referral I bought on 08 August, 2013 and then 29 July, 2013 
then so on 

  

: What you can assess from  Referral since when descending. 

In descending order from  Referral since you can see status  of latest referrals you bought or 

recycled with help of   Last click date, Clicks & Avg. Please on if you bought or recycled today you cannot 
exact judge at tomorrow due to time(ie you bought today at 1000 Hrs and your referral has click already 
on 0900 Hrs) tomorrow it state will be “0” No click, so no need to dishearten and at least wait for one or 
two more days, if still state is “0” No click.    Then recycled all who are not working.   

  



 

 

(b) What you have to observe Refferal since with ascending technique. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

: What you can assess from  Referral since when ascending 

In ascending order from  Referral since you can see status  of oldest referrals you 

bought or recycled with help of   Last click date, Clicks & Avg.     Here you can check that your 
oldest referrals are still giving you are require to be recycled 

By clicking on Referral since This triangle        will move 
upward showing the whole table is ascending according to 
Referral since date . its mean that oldest referral you get 
come first than after that and then after in series date wise 
as you can see below my oldest 02  referrals were bought by 
me on 30 November, 2012 then 16 December, 2012 then so 
on. 



 

 

(c) What you have to observe Next Payment with ascending technique. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

By clicking on Next Payment This triangle        will move 
upward showing the whole table is ascending according to 
Next Payment date . its mean that you can see the referrals 
which are near to expire and required your decision whether 
you want to buy them or not 

  

: What you can assess from   Next Payment when ascending 

In ascending order from  Next Payment  you can see status of referrals which are going 

to expire, you have to examine each with help of   Last click date & Avg as describe below: - 

 

 1st check Avg if it is above 2.0 in probux and 1.8 in neobux then comparison with of   Last 
click otherwise if it is below 1.5 in  both sites, let them expire. 
 

 2nd check last click if Avg is good but last click was done 4 or 5 days before then also let 
them expire 



 

 

 

(c) What you have to observe Next Payment with descending technique. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

By clicking on Next Payment This triangle        will move 
downward showing the whole table is descending according 
to Next Payment date . its mean that you can see the 
referrals which are have much days to expire and required to 
check whether their Avg is good are required to recycled 

  

: What you can assess from   Next Payment when descending 

In descending order from  Next Payment  you can see status referrals which are remain 

with you for  more days,  examine each with help of   Last click date & Avg as describe below and 
check for recycle: - 

 

 1st check Avg if it is above 1.8 in probux and 1.5 in neobux then comparison with of   Last 
click otherwise if it is below 1.3 in both sites,  let them recycled . 

 

 2nd check last click if Avg is as mentioned above but last click was done 6  days before 
then you may also recycled. 



 

 

(d) What you have to observe Last Click with descending technique. 
 

 

 

 

 

  

By clicking on  Last Click This triangle        will move 
downward showing the whole table is descending according 
to on  Last Click  datewise  .    Its mean that you can see the 
referral which lately clicks ( i.e today then yesterday and then 
before yesterday) 

  

: What you can assess on  Last Click  when descending 

In descending order from on  Last Click    you can see status of referrals which are 

active ,  examine each with help of   Next Payment  date & Avg as describe below and check if 
any is going to Renew It or not: - 

 

 1st check Avg if it is above 2.00 in probux and 1.8 in neobux then comparison with of   
Next Payment  otherwise if it has less Avg like  1.3 in both sites do not recycle and give 
them chance may be they start clicking regularly. 

 

 2nd check Next Payment  if Avg is as mentioned above if any referral with good Avg is 
going to expire then Renew it. 



 

 

(e) What you have to observe Last Click with ascending technique. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

By clicking on  Last Click  This triangle        will move upward 
showing the whole table is ascending according to on  
 Last Click  date wise .    Its mean that you can see the referral 
which have many days past to click  ( i.e my first two referrals 
in list have clicked 27 July, 2013 &  then referral click 28 July, 
2013 and then so on) 

  

: What you can assess on  Last Click  when ascending 

In ascending order from on  Last Click    you can see status of referrals which are not  

active for many days ,  examine each with help of   Next Payment  date & Avg as describe below 
and check if any is going  to recycle or not: - 

 

 1st check Avg if it is below 2.00 in probux and 1.8 in neobux then comparison with of   
Next Payment . 

 

 2nd check Next Payment  if Avg is as mentioned above and  referral with bad Avg is going 
to expire then let it expired if many days are required to expired then recycle it. 



 

 

(g) What you have to observe Clicks with descending technique. 
 

 

(h) What you have to observe Clicks with ascending technique. 
 

 

  



 

 

(j) What you have to observe Avg with descending technique. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

By clicking on  Avg  This triangle        will move downward 
showing the whole table is descending according to   Avg    
wise  .    Its mean that you can see the referral which high 
average then below that and then so on 

  

: What you can assess on   Avg  when descending 

In descending order from Avg  you can see status of referrals which are good in average 

,  examine each with help of   Next Payment  date & Last Click  as describe below and check if 
any is going to Renew It or not: - 

 

 1st check Last Click  as if clicked by today then   Next Payment . 

  

 2nd check Next Payment  if Avg is good  and is near to expire then Renew it. 



 

 

(k) What you have to observe Avg with ascending technique. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

By clicking on  Avg  This triangle        will move upward 
showing the whole table is ascending according to  Avg    
wise.  Its mean that you can see the referral which low 
average then good average then so on 

  

: What you can assess on   Avg  when ascending 

In ascending order from Avg  you can see status of referrals which are bad in average 

,  examine each with help of   Next Payment  date & Last Click  as describe below and check if 
any is going to recycle It or not: - 

 

 1st check Last Click  as if clicked by today then  Next Payment . 

  

 2nd check Next Payment  if Avg is bad and near to expire let it expire  

 If bad and not near to expire and also Last click is not today or yesterday let it 
recycled 

 if bad and not near to expire and also Last click is today or yesterday let it give 
chance, may continue clicking in future 

  



 

 

4. Recycling of Rental Referrals procedure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

In below example I want to recycle my referrals due to Last 
Clicks reason as mentioned above pages.   Now I have 

checked these referrals by clicking check box like that  and 
then proceed to right bottom of the page for recycling them 

  

At  right bottom open drop down menu below

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

After choosing recycle option from menu then press 

 

A Confirmation message received on top of the referrals list 

like that 

  

And process completed 



 

 

5.  Renewing of Rental Referral Procedure 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

In below example I want to renew my referrals due to good 
Avg and after comparing Last Click reason as mentioned 
above pages.   Now I have checked these referrals by clicking 

check box like that  and then proceed to right bottom of 
the page for renewing  them 

  

At  right bottom open drop down menu below and select the 

suitable option you like

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

After choosing  renewing option from menu purchasing price 

appear then click on  

 

A Confirmation message received on top of the referrals list 

like that 

 

And process completed 

 



 

 

6. Mathematically Calculations for Recycling and Retaining  
 

Here I am mathematically explained that how your rental referral cost to you and how much 

you can gain from your rental referrals at what average. 

(a) Cost of Rented Referral (Here I will take 100 Referrals as example) 

 

Purchasing cost of 100 Referrals at cost of 0.2$ each  = 0.2*100   = 20$ 

Assume 30 referrals recycled at cost of 0.07$  =0.07*30  = 2$ 

Total cost to bear 100 referrals             22$ 

 

Daily cost on 100 referrals     =22/30   = .74$ 

 

*Its mean that if you are getting .74 earning from 100 referrals you are not in loss and not 

in profit. 

 

(b) Now for example you are getting 1$ from which is least normally you can get by following 

strategies I have. 

 

Your total income will be after 30 days    =30*1   = 30$ 

Your net profit will be (Total income – Total cost)  =30$-22$ =8$ 

 

(c) Now get percentage of your profit = net profit/investmentx100  =8/22x100 =37% 

 

 

Amazing it is secure and more 

trusted and Halal mean of earning 

and earning is more than hyip 

 Program
  

  



 

 

7. Why Discouraging not more recycle.    
 

Here I am not recommended most money wasted on recycling.   If output of 100 referrals is 1$ or more, then 

only recycle those referrals who have average below 1.3 and not clicking 06 days long otherwise no need to 

recycle.      However, in the beginning when you buy the new referrals at that time recycle all those whose are 

not clicking for 03 days.     

8. Neobux and Probux earning difference 
 

There is lot of difference in rented referrals earning from neobux and probux, at present it seems that probux 

rented referrals are more beneficial than neobux.   Many people have complained to me.  But remember that 

neobux is old site and if Facebook comes 1st worldwide ranking then neobux comes at 68 numbers.   It is very 

difficult to get this rank out of millions and trillions sites on internet.   So I will not recommend leaving this site.     

Keep on working and retains good rented referral and let expired bad referrals or recycled.    May be in this 

process you will not withdraw money for some period but you will be able the get draw moneys when all bad 

referrals have been recycled and expired and only good referrals remain in your bucket.   Possible reason of bad 

referrals may be  

 Many persons already working in this site are promoted the site and trying to get direct referral, when 

they found that direct referrals are not working, they release them to get new one due to upper limit of 

direct referrals. So these referrals remains  for rent 

  

 Person already working in this site keep eye on good rented referral never release these referrals. 

 

Here I am quoting my example, I have 190 rented referrals in probux and some time it goes to 200 by 

maintaining these referrals (like buying of rented referrals near to expire or recycling bad ones), I can withdraw 

5 to 8$ in a week.    But I was 150 rented referrals in neobux and now 115 even I have never withdraw just 

maintaining the old ones and still hoping for best.  The other reason is due to risk factor.  I am working two sites 

if any of one scam in future.  At least I have one site for working, even I am seeing more sites like that with good 

reputation and good earning strategies. 

8. Use of PTC Tools: 
I have prepared two tools for neobux and probux which I am committed to give free only those who are my 

direct referrals.  

 Calculator tool for Neobux (you can calculate earning as a standard and golden members on monthly 

and yearly basis) 

 

 Daily Average Checker (you can check average of your daily  earning by putting your account details in 

field and check daily trend whether moving up or down) 



 

 

9. In any condition don’t leave to click 
These sites are still paying and good reputation on internet.  So strongly recommended do not leave these sites 

any carry on clicking on daily basis like a fun at the end you will admire my motivation.  Believe me I am still free 

member working on probux and getting almost 20$ per month and posting proof in my blog 

http://ptcabc.blogspot.com/ , so you can check and contact me, one thing more if these sites are not paying 

then why I am spending time to writing such a heavy books and maintaining my blog.   So my opinion kindly 

once start do not listen any rumor and carry on clicking if any of these site stop paying instantly, I will be 1st to 

inform you thanks. 

10. Strategies required to be followed by Free member 
 

(a) 1st Stage 

Free member has to started to get rented referrals from his earning start when you have .8$ in your 

account then keep on buying on every 7 day and 1st goal is to achieve maximum limit of rented referral 

as a standard member.    Which are 200 rented referrals.     As a free member it may take time of 8 to 12 

months but do not worry, think what you are given daily only just 5 to 10 Minutes.   Your goal is big and 

effort less so as a free member you have to bear time factor.    

(b) 2nd stage 

When you have 200 referrals in probux you will be able to withdraw 5 to 8$ every week after 

maintaining expense (ie Renewal of Expire rented referrals and buying new referrals in place of bad 

referrals).   Then after 5 to 6 month you have 100$ in your Payza account then upgrade for 80$ and buy 

more referrals 100 of 20$.    At this stage your referrals are 300 and income double means 6$ to 8$ a day 

on both sites, which means 15$ a day and 450$ (Approximately 45000 to 50000 Rs) a month.    Here 

keep on buying new rented referrals, you can purchase upto 2000 rented referrals now.  Imagine if you 

have only 1000$ referrals your daily income will be 20 to 25$ on each site on each day and total is 50$ a 

day. Which means monthly income 1500$ (Approximately 150,000 to 160,000 Rs) a month.   Above 

stated figure are not exact may be there will be little bit difference but still it is enough amount. And 

what you have to do only give 5 to 10 minutes daily. 

(c) 3rd stage 

Set your limit and keep on withdraw meanwhile with investment, do not greedy and keep a ratio 40% 

withdraw and 60% investment .   So at any stage if some problem happens with any sites at least you 

have recovered already some money from it. 

11. Strategies required to be followed by members want investment. 
(a) 1st invest 40$ in probux and apply said strategies initially recycle all referrals not working in  

3 days,  then let the work all at the end of month when all the referrals going to expire keep all referrals 

whose Avg is 2.00 or more and then buy all new referral upto 200 rented referrals and withdraw all 

remaining.   If you follow strategies you may withdraw 15-20$ from one month.   In this way you will 

recover 100$ within 6 months.  Then upgrade and follow the above Para 2nd and 3rd stage.  

http://ptcabc.blogspot.com/


 

 

12. Either Discount given by sites on referral rebuying given should avail or 

not. 

13. Keep eyes open on promotions and frequently visit forums. 
There are different occasions ie Anniversary, Happy new year etc when different type of discount (like discount 

for renewing referrals, discount for upgrading membership) offers by sites please make habit periodically visit 

forums and checks news update to avail these type of discount.   Moreover you can see bug reports in forum       

t qq2jz=which describes that if something going wrong with anything in these sites.   This awareness keeps you 

sharp and you can avoid yourself from any fraud. 

14. Precautions while withdraw 
Before withdrawing please check if any good referral is working for you and going to expire then at this stage 1st 

buy your good referral and later on withdraw. 

15. How can check these sites are legit or not 
There are some tools in shape of some websites where you can check that these sites are legit or not so by using 

these I am given some screen shots below:  -

 



 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 


